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About This Game

Take the Role

The role of a landlord is one that shouldn’t be taken lightly, you always have to be on your feet. In the town of new blossom you
have the ability to buy homes, fix them up, and let people live comfortably in them. While also being able to be a franchisee for
the local businesses who no longer have dedicated owners. Now you won’t be doing this alone you have a trusty handy-women to
help you on your journey. There will be a lot of downtime if you do things right and there are things to do around town for extra

money to fill it up.

Never forget or become lazy

Always remember that buying homes is just one part of what it take to be a landlord you have to ensure that it always stays up to
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par. Your tenants can leave and a large bill of issues that must be fixed before the home can be rented again will follow. The
lower the condition of the home the more issues rise and the more issues the unhappier the tenants will become. Less rent, more

issues, and more money to spend are just a few of the things you'll have to come to terms with in new blossom.

Buy what you want, When you want

It's your choice what to buy and when rather it be small homes, large homes, just the businesses. It's all up to you and that's the
fun of it, you can be your own landlord. Then in the end, own the whole town how you choose.

Charge high, Charge low

The amount of rent can also be chosen rather you want to be a evil person and charge the highest you can or be a humble
landlord and charge next to nothing. These are the choices that can be made but each comes with it's own drawbacks and

benefits. Missing rent, overpayment, more issues, faster happiness depletion, can you overcome the results of your choices.

Issues all around

Best we forget the issues, with your Handy-women by your side choose to repair them yourself for a low price or have her take
care of the dirty work for you. But if issues are abundant and time is low you could always hire a professional if your funds

allow.

Businesses, Businesses

The ability to own business is something of its own challenge, you choose every aspect from the price range sold to how many
people are going to be working how long. The power is in your hands but if your not careful you might just go under.

A couple of Apartments

The ability to own apartment buildings is here, What this means is all the fun of owning homes but in one little space. Watch the
building and each unit to ensure they stay in top condition or you may be paying tenets just to stay there.

Free time isn't a guarantee

If you do everything right and get everything taken care of you can enjoy the extra activities in town, which will in turn earn you
some extra money to help own the town. You can play these mini games to waste time but don't waste too much time or a wave

of problems might wash you away.
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I'm still playing this game and for now the game it's really fun, the controls aren't very dificult and the game is very challenging,
at least the first Act, I still have others to play.

If you'd like to also check my gameplay!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5UCifUZjVfs&t=25s

Have fun! =D. Very disappointing.. Game of the century! totally remind it for your first game on steam or overall. Great
graphics, amazing game-play and its overall a fun experience.. Do you like random events that make it to where even if you're
phenomenal at the game you still lose because of random \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t?

If yes play this game, you'll love it.. i really like it but the music drives me insane, can't play longer than 5 minutes...no option to
turn it off, or i just can't find it.. I really like this game. Its a fun and easy to understand game. There are challenges as well as a
free play mode and lots of different buildings to use. The game reminds me of games like sim city and I always loved to play
that game when I was younger.

Some things that could use some improvement
-It could use a little bit of work on the touch menus because they go away the moment your hand isn't on them. Maybe a timer
or a back button would go a long way to making that better.
-I also think that a game like this where you build towers should have easy access to the up down splice buttons. Using a second
menu level instead of just having them under the pause and play button on the right seems like an odd move due to how ofen
you probably use it.
-There should be some axis inverse options for the camera. Its not a big problem but its a bit annoying from time to time to
move the wrong way. Up and down make me move up and down, but left and right make me move right and left.

With all that said, I'd say for what the game is trying to do and what it did, I would still give this game a 9\/10. Just because most
of the things that could use improvement didn't detract from the game. There is one really good thing about this game and one
that is kinda bad.

Good one is the game itself.
The battles are fast paced, you need to react fast, something is always happening and you dont feel like you are farming like in
almost every other jrpg. There were 6 bossfights in 3 hours. Some of these fights are kinda hard and require player to use every
available game mechanic at his disposal.
Its interesting to follow plot. dialogues have a good humor in them.
Music is cool.

But theres one thing that leaves in disappointment. The main reason why this thing is bad is because its never mentioned on a
store page.
This game is episodic. Yeah, you are paying for the full game, but you will be able to play past 1 episode only somewhere in
future. There are only around 3 hours of gameplay right now.. why so complicated? at each level, one had to really think and
think over EVERY action, of course it\u2019s interesting. Another jigsaw game from Snkl Studio! Couldn't see that one coming,
could you? So how does it stack up against Game of Puzzles: Nature?

  Well, it's a tad easier for starters. Dragons can be like that, compared to landscapes. You can kind of tell where the head's
probably going to be, certainly in relation to the feet. (Whereas mountains, y'know, could be just about anywhere in the frame!)
The unfortunate side effect of this - combined with a mere twelve puzzles to solve, at least as of this writing - is that this is by far
the worst value Snkl game I've played thus far.

  But wait...

  There is one paltry consolation, for anyone who considers Achievements to be deal-makers or breakers. This game has 88 - count
'em, 88! - easily-achievable Achievements you get for simply playing the game through. Which only takes about half an hour, at
best. So...
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  I'll give you the barest of passes, Snkl, but surely you know you've let yourself down this time. Perhaps there's more puzzles to
come, given that's what you did with Game of Puzzles: Nature? We shall see. But for now, I can only recommend this to the most
zealous of jigsaw-puzzlers. Or the most loyal of dragon-worshippers.

  I expect better things next time, Snkl...you know I'm watching you...

Verdict: 5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/\u200b
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210\u200b
Cheers!). Coolest game in a while. I totally reccomend it. If you played and enjoyed any of the Might & Magic games you will
feel right at home here.

I'm in a game hole now that I'm finished with it.

I hope there is more depth to character build, dungeons and story in the expansion. That doesn't mean this game doesn't have
depth, but you can tell the designer wants the game that comes in the box with three 5-1\/4" floppy disks instead of one. Any
gamer from the 80's recognizes what I'm trying to say. Bigger!

I appreciate a game designer that recognizes where it came from. Thanks Older Bytes.
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I have been asking for more SNK Playmore games for a long time. I actually just asked them to put the second The Last Blade
on Steam yesterday. I love this game and would love to see more SNK Playmore games on Steam. This is a must buy if you like
good old fashion fighting games with really unique Super Moves and characters. I LOVE THIS GAME!. simple logic but fun.
looks good better then Cities Skylines more Function more flexible. Amazing game. It is early access so there are some small
glitches, but they have never really impacted game play (enemies falling through floor). The teamwork and cooperation required
to do well is much more than meets the eye. Unlike any other game I have played before. Also if doesn't require an amazing pc,
samsung smart fridge could probably run it decently. One word of caution is that if you don't have friends to play with, then it
can be hard to find a public lobby. 10\/10 would recommend to anyone and everyone.. except the starlight cradle update, it's
dead

doesn't stop me from loving this game though. This game is complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665all the cars
sound the same exept one I would rather drink bleach then play this game.. A great campaign depicting Fall Weiss, the invasion
of Poland from the Germans.. Absolute Garbage Game waste of 11gb download and my time
Garbage graphics
Poor Game engine
Constanlty Crashes
Bad menues
Over all i would give it a big fat zero
. Loved this in the initial Aerofly FS. Glad to have it back and for a fair price. Still my favourite photoreal scenery in any sim to
date. Thanks!
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